Abstract. There are many fall detector applications on the Internet, all the applications aim to run more quickly and judge the status more accurate. When meeting masses of fall detector data, it needs to use lots of mathematical or geometrical features to judge the status, which is not benefit for the application. This paper is aimed to use a feature selection algorithm to calculate the most effective features, which is significant to the detect result, to reduce the cost of the feature selection process. Therefore, this paper has proposed an improved algorithm to advance the accuracy of the selection of the most important features, and then use different classify algorithm to classify with subsets after relief algorithm and reformative relief algorithm. The result shows that the reformative relief algorithm can provide a more effective subset which can reduce the feature size and improve the accuracy of classify samples.
Introduction
With elder people's number grows bigger, the phenomenon of falling down is becoming more and more common in our daily life. Therefore, the need of detecting falling of elder people has been increased [1] [2] [3] [4] .The main idea of solve this problem depends on feature selection algorithm, which includes filter algorithm and wrapper algorithm and it has some drawbacks such as the accuracy of the algorithm is not enough and the ability in solve different types of problems. In this paper we propose a new Relief algorithm which will use several different type samples and several same type samples to calculate the feature weight, which can improve the accuracy in fall detect circumstance.
Feature selection plays a key role in many pattern recognition problems such as image classification [5] [6] , the main goal of feature selection is to decrease the dimensions of features without affect the result. Among feature selection algorithms, Relief algorithm is widely used by many scientists. Relief algorithm is proposed by Kira in 1992 [7] , it is an algorithm based on feature weight. The main idea of Relief algorithm is give every feature a weight to present relation with different types, use Hypotheses-Margin to train the features in iteration [8] . Relief algorithm is able to verify those features which are not related in statistics and target attributes [9] . Although Relief algorithm is widely used, it has some drawbacks as follows: (1) Select samples randomly will make small type of examples have less chance to be picked, sometimes it will be neglected completed. However, without small type of samples, the feature weight is not rational. (2) All kinds of samples may have effect in feature weight, when a type of examples has a larger number, the feature weight may be larger compared with other type of samples.
In this paper, we propose a reformative Relief algorithm which will use feature weight to improve the accuracy compared with Relief algorithm, then use several classify algorithm with original different subsets. Through the experiment, it can be proved that reformative Relief algorithm has improved 2.7% compared with full-set and improved 2.5% compared with subset after Relief algorithm. The feature size has reduced 71.4% compared with full-set. 
Our Reformative Algorithm
The main modified algorithm formula is as follows:
Diff is to calculate the distance of current sample and the near sample, Sample_Weight is the feature weight of the current sample, it will calculate the division of the sum of the nearest k samples of different type and the sum of the nearest k samples of same type. If the division is big, it means that the feature can distinguish the different type of sample more than the same type of sample; If the division is small, it means that the feature can distinguish the different type of sample less than the same type of sample.
The detail steps of the reformative algorithm are as follows:
The training dataset is D, we take samples from D for M times, the nearest sample is k, and the output is the feature weight.
Step1: Set all the feature weight zero Step2: Take a sample R randomly from dataset D; Step3: Take the nearest k samples which are same type of sample R and take the K samples which are the different type of sample R.
Step4: Calculate the feature weight of sample R Step5: Do all these above for M times.
Experimental results
Data Source. In order to make experiment more effectively, the data source of examples is more than 160,000. It contains the information as follows:
Person, location of fallen detective equipment, timestamp, the accelerate of X axis, the accelerate of Y axis, the accelerate of Z axis, the square root of X accelerate and Y accelerate, the square root of X accelerate and Z accelerate, the square root of Y accelerate and Z accelerate, the square root of X, Y, Z accelerate, status (it contains 9 status of the person). after relief a an know th m feature 4 t e feature seq ure 6, so the Table 3 eature Selec Re Reformat ble 3, we wi as follows: [10] , whic nd algorithm r users to us t, there are 7 e, y axis acc root of xyz. subsets of R Fig.2 
